


Gastronomic
Specialty



Experiences



Lima Gastronomic Experience - Lima

A half day experience perfect for foodies from around
the globe. Pay a morning visit to the Productores
Market in the San Isidro District and learn a bit more
about our traditional fruits and vegetables. After a ride
to the very heart of Lima, Cordano Bar awaits with a
delicious sampling and El Bolivariano restaurant will
greet you with a traditional lunch along with our
national drink, pisco sour. End the day, with a stop at 
Yitzhak Rabin Park, inaugurated in 1998 in honor of the 
1994 Nobel Peace Prize winner and perfect viewpoint of 
the Lima bay.



Gourmet Tours - Lima

Combine the three natural regions of Peru, the coast, the 
Andes and the jungle with Lima culture on this 5-hour 
tour of Miraflores and Barranco. After a beachside 
cocktail-making class where you'll get to know Peru's 
iconic Pisco Sour, head to the award-winning Amaz
restaurant where you'll get to have a go at making your 
own Amazonian dish. After learning the secrets of 
preparing quite a unique dish, you'll get to tuck into an 
array of delicious Peruvian dishes at the famous Huaca 
Pucllana restaurant with spectacular views of pre-Incan 
ruins. Finally, take a nighttime stroll with a quaint walking 
food tour in Lima, around the bohemian Barranco 
neighborhood, where you'll finish with a delectable 
dessert. 



Cooking Classes - Lima

This Peruvian cooking class is set seaside and lasts 
approximately one-hour while you get a hands-on foodie 
experience of the most famous dish in Peru, cebiche, and 
the national cocktail, Pisco Sour, During the class, you will 
explore different variations of Pisco before getting behind 
the bar to prepare your own Pisco Sour. With cocktail 
hand, you'll be greeted by a professional chef who will 
teach you the secrets to the perfect cebiche.  Mastering 
Peru's flagship dish and cocktail give you all the 
ingredients you need to have the best cooking class in 
Lima.



Restaurants
in Lima



ASTRID Y GASTÓN
Restaurant



About

Astrid y Gastón start many years
ago in a small house in
Miraflores with a quite French
menu, over time it became
decidedly Peruvian, it embrace
our culture and flavors to
promote our cuisine around the
world.

Since 2014, the restaurant is
located in Casa Moreyra that is
located in San Isidro district.

It has capacity for 150 pax.



Menu

They have a seasonally menu,
that is always bringing new
experiences, they experiment with
local ingredients and recipes
always searching new flavors and
ideas to offer.





MAIDO
Restaurant



About

“Maido” means Welcome in 
Japanese, is a restaurant of the 
chef Mitsuharu ‘Micha’ Tsumura. 
You will find exquisite Peruvian-
Japanese dishes, in a stylish 
room decorated with warm 
colors.

The restaurant is located in San
Martin street that is in the
beautiful district of Miraflores.

It has capacity for 72 pax.



Menu

Maido present a inventive tasting
menus of Nikkei cuisine, with
highlights including a fish hotdog,
nigari from the catch of the day,
dim sum with squid and sea snail
cau-cau, and sea urchin rice





AMAZ
Restaurant



About

ámaZ, a restaurant of Pedro
Miguel Schiaffino, born with the
finality to show to the world the
gastronomy, culture, and
ingredients of the amazon with a
contemporary view to spread
and conserve our ingredients.

The restaurant is located in the
touristic district of Miraflores, in
La Paz street.



Menu

This is a Peruvian Amazonia
restaurant, where you will have
the chance to enjoy and delight
with all diversity and flavors of our
jungle, dishes like juane, tacacho,
paiche and more.





CENTRAL
Restaurant



About

Central explore Peruvian
territory focusing on ecosystems
and elevations, they take the
challenge of getting to know this
beautiful country replete with
unique ingredients, landscapes,
culture, tradition and history, to
reflect all of this in the cuisine.

The restaurant is located in the
bohemian district of Barranco in
Pedro de Osma street.

It has capacity for 70 pax. 



Menu

In their menu they try to
represent the diversity of our
country, you can find ingredients
from all the Peruvian territory,
from the sea to the amazon and
crossing the Andes.





Don’t miss…

Adventurer’s Journey
November 14th, 2019 

09:00 AM GMT-5



General inquiries: info@metropolitan-touring.com.pe 

Phone: +(51 1) 715 5515

For more details, comments and bookings, please contact us:

Mariela Chiara
Sales Leader North America

mchiara@metropolitan-touring.com.pe
Skype: mariela.chiara

Karin Mori
Sales Leader Europe & Asia

kmori@metropolitan-touring.com.pe

Skype: karin_mtp

Alfredo Serrano
Sales Manager

aserrano@metropolitan-touring.com.pe
Skype: alfredo.serrano.bonifaz



Thank you!
For reservations and further information 
please contact your sales expert:
info@metropolitan-touring.com.pe


